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Abstract
A developmental view of evolving systems (ecological,
social, economical, organizational) is proposed to clarify 1)
the role of selection processes versus collective, non-
selective processes, 2) the origins of diversity and its role in
system performance and robustness 3) the precursors of
explicit subsystem interactions (cooperation / competition /
symbiosis) that enhance system performance, 4) the
preconditions necessary for further evolutionary
development, and 5) the conditions for the returnto a prior
stage. Three sequential stages of evolving systems (based
on the work of Salthe) are proposed: a Immature or
Developing stage dominated by highly decentralized ,
selective processes with chaotic dynamics (local and
global), a Mature or Developed stage dominated by non-
selective, self-organizing processes with global robusmess
but locally chaotic dynamics, and a Senescent stage
dominated by rigid interactions with global fragility. A
simple model problem, an agent solution to a maze (a
sequential problem with many optimal and non-optimal
solutions) is constructed to illustrate the entire
developmental history and to clarify the above issues.
Within the model, the agents evolve their capabiEty from a
random approach to an optimized performance by natural
selection (agents with long paths die), As the agents
develop improved capability (shorter paths), natural
selection becomes rare (few agents die), and an emergent
collective solution is observed that is better than the
performance of an average agent. Natural selection is
neither expressed nor important for the higher performance
of the system. As the collective, self-organizing structures
are incorporated into individual capability witldn a stable
environment, coherence (constraints) arise in the agent’s
interactions, and the agents lose diversity. The resulting
Senescent system exhibits reduced randomness due to the
rigid structuresand ultimately becomes fragile (all levels are
sensitive to noise). With sufficient environmentalchange the
senescent system will return to either the mature or
developing stage.

Introduction

One challenge for researches in evolving systems, whether
for economic, ecological, political, social or organizational
systems, is a common viewpoint for both understanding the
dominant processes in their models and a basis by which to
compare their models to others, even within one field (e.g.,

OSTI
in the field of evolutionary programing, (Fogel 1999)).
Specifically, the current work grew out of research on how
self-organizing groups can solve problems better than
experts and the wnsequent need to understand non-
selective, self-organization (Johnson et al. 1998) and how it
relates to natural selection (Johnson 2000). Both processes
are observed in real systems and have validity. Both
processes increase global fitness, but by very different
dynamics. But, because each originates from very different
viewpoints (competitive versus non-competitive agents),
how can they be reconciled into a single understanding. It
was from this starting point that the current study began.
Before continuing, an example is given of non-selective
self-organization. the formation of wrdkways following a
new building developmen~ The pre-determined walkways
which best capture path preferences of the users is often an
exercise in folly, as judged from the alternative pathways
that people quickly develop. These planned solutions fail
because of the multiplicity of the factors to be considered
different destinations, terrain, security, exposure to the
weather and modes of travel. Smart planners have learned
that often the best solution is to let the “system” determine
the paths by first having grass with no paths and then
gradually converting emerging paths to formal walkways.
These find paths represent the collective action of many
individuals solving their own path problem in a manner
that is ultimately useful to the entire population but which
is never expressed as a goal at the level of the individual.
This example is a human version of the collective actions
of ants (Franks 1989). Another example is the approach to
book referral by Amazon.com (Johnson 1998).
A detailed understanding of the dynamics and properties of
non-selective self-organization was done (Johnson 1998),
but offered no real insight into how this approach to global
function related to selective processes. What was finally
discovered was that these seemingly different approaches
are representative of different stages of an evolving system
(Johnson 2000). And the apparent conflict is resolved by a
developmental perspective of evolution, based on the work
by Salthe (Sa.lthe 197% Salthe 1993) for ecology. Withii
this developmental view, the model problem developed for
non-selective self-organization is used to illustrate the full
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developmental history of evolving systems. This study
begins to address many questions of interest to researchers
in the fields of evolutionary systern.x
How do groups/collective/systems achieve higher global
functionality? What processes are involved? What
individual properties are important to achieve the higher
functionality? What are the dynamics of these systems
(stability, coherence and chaotic behavior) and from what
processes do they origiuate? How can the robustness of the
system be improved? What global properties are
prerequisites for the development of greater fimctionality?
How does the system “boot-strap” itself to a higher
functionality (e.g., mutmdism)?
These questions and the results of the present study are
fundamental to recent inquires as to the nature of evolving
systems, for example: the question of co-evolution of the
environment and the species (Margulis and Fester 1991;
Margsdis and Sagan 1997), the emergence of mutualism or
cooperative behavior (Axelrod 19W, Axelrod and Cohen
2000; Duchateau-Nguyen, Weisbuch, and Peliti 1995;
Faith 1998; Hemelrijk 1998; Huberman and Hogg 1993;
Pepper and Smuts 1999; Sober and Wilson 1998), the
studies of artificial life (Adami et al. 1998} @$’or the
studies of self-organizing information systems and
organizations (Heylighen 1998; Johnson et al. 1998; Mahz
and Ehrlich 1995; Moukas and Maes 1998; Srnitb 1994;
Twidale, Nichols, and Paice 1997).
The approach taken in this work is to describe a general
theory for the development of evolving systems. A simple
model problem is then used to illustrate the stages of the
theory and the mechanisms for &ansitions from one stage
to another. While the simple model is far horn the richness
observed in either real systems or in highly developed
simulation models, its simplicity enables clear discussion
of the dynamics and processes characterized by the general
theory.

Developmental View of Evolving Systems

Inthiisection a developmental view of evolving systems is
presented, a summary of a large body of work proposed for
ecosystems (Salthe 1972, Salthe 1993), and its extension to
a other systems, economic, political, social, and
organizational (Johnson 2000). The focus, here, is on the
interplay of natural selection with non-selective processes,
on the role of diversity, on the transference of global
emergent properties to subsystems and on the degree of
robustness. While three stages are proposed below, it is
understood that these are just points in a continuous
development. Furthermore, to simplify the presentation,
the systems are assumed to be homogeneous in the
progress of maturation (states are not mixed across sub-
components). More likely, systems will have multiple
stages of development simultaneously, particularly as a

system increases in complexity, and partially independent
subsystems undergo cycles of maturation and failure and
become out of phase.
Three stages are proposed for tbe development of any
evolutionary system

Developing or immature systems - high selection
pressure, rapid component and system variations, highly
decentralized, low “complexity”, low symbiosis
(minimal interactions and dependencies).

Developed or mature systems - low selection pressure,
high diversity, multiply interconnected, symbiotic and
robust.

Senescent or aging systems - similar to mature systems,
but interactions b&ome restricted and rigid ‘(lower
variation in interactions), and the resulting system is
fragile.

Table 1 presents a variety of properties for the different
systems. The following definitions are used in the table.
Diversity is the uniqueness of the attributes of the
individuals. Znterconnectivity is the degree of interaction
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Property/Process Developing Developed or mature Senescent
Diversity Increasing Higlr Declining
Interconnectivity Low andincreasing High and redundant Declining andrigid
Chaotic dynamics:

loco fly High High Low
globally High Low Low

Selection / High Low - preservesstatusquo Low
Competition /
Individual turnover

Source of new Niche creation Randomgeneration None
diversity
Group improvement t By individual selection By collective processes same
Decentralization High Medium dueto high interconnectivity Low
Flexibility:

indivkiua! Low High due to elastic interactions Low
global Varied High due to redundancy Low

Rate of environment Varied Slowly varying None or little
change for stability



between individuals. Chaotic dynumies is the sensitivity of
states (local or global) to small changes. Decentralization
is the degree of autonomy of an individual’s actions.
Individual fZexibi2ity is the degree that the individual can
survive changes in the environment or other sub-
components; system flexibility (robustness) is the degree of
survivability of the current system to environmental change
or sub-component failure.

Developing Stage

Developing systems are characterized by “hard” selection
(F~her 1930; Wallace 1970), with the corresponding
aspects of relatively high competition and high mutation
rates. The interdependence of individuals within
Developing systems is initially low (highly decentralized),
but increases as interdependencies and global structures
form. Because of the predominance of selection for
improving group fitness, diversity of the populations is
essential for adaptation of the system to changes in
environment. Because diversity is consumed by selection,
diversity’s role is as an investment for future adaptation and
does not contribute to current system performance (the
average state of the individual fimess) (Johnson 2000). In
facq the presence of diversity in a developing system at
any one time likely lowers system fimess because of high
degree of individual failure (selection would not occur
unless there is low fkneas of individuals), in the absence of
global structures associated with the Mature stage.

Mature Stage

The evolution of a developing system to a mature system is
the creation of interdependency from the increasing
diversity of individuals or subsystems (Kauffman 1993).
As a consequence of the increasing interdependency,
overall system fitness shifts from a consequence of
selection to improved fitness resulting from non-selective,
self-organizing processes (Johnson 2000). In the next
section, a specific example will be given of this. Diversity
in matnre systems is essential to the current fitness of the
system and occurs, not as a result of new niche formation,
but just from the random processes of mutation without
hard selection: survival of the jittest becomes survival of
the adequate (also called soft selection (Sahhe 1972
Wallace 1970)). The development of global structures
results in less chaotic dynamics on a global level, but the
responsiveness of the system is retained by having chaotic
dynamics at the local level (Johnson 1998) (examples are
given in the next section). Similarly, the global system
becomes more robust, due to redundancy and contingencies
in the subsystems, a consequence of randomly generated
diversity and the flexibility of the interdependencies
between subsystems. Given sufficient environmental
variability, the system will remain at a mature state,

because interdependencies are sufficiently dynamic to
prevent rigid interdependeneies from forming, as occurs in
the Senescent stage.

SenescentStage
The evolution from a mature to @nescent system is occurs
as consequence of a highly stable environment. The self-
organizing global structures that are advantageous in the
mature state (but which are flexible) become exclusive,
reinforced and rigid. One form of these rigid structures is
symbiotic (mutualistic or parasitic) relationships. Said
another way, the emergent properties, and consequent
advantages, in the mature system are replaeed by explicit
properties at the level of the individu~ emergent global
properties are transferred to the individual. This is
advantageous in a stable environment because it eliminates
the chaotic and unpredictable nature of a flexible, dynamic
system. Tlds transference is argued to be the origin of
explicit cooperative behavior in many systems. While
these rigid structures offer advantages to the subsystems,
they are detrimental to the robusmess of the global system.
Senescent systems fail if environmental stress is sufficient
to break critical interdependencies. Then, due to the
rigidity of the syste~ a global collapse of the system can
result, returning the system or some subsystems to a
Developing stage. A similar process, but with higher
environmental, stress can return a mature stage to a
developing stage.

Examples of Each Stage

Some examples of each of these in various systems may
ckuif y the differences. A mature eeosystem is a familiar
example of the entries in the middle column in Table 1. A
mature ecosystem is composed of diverse species, where
each individual living to fulfil their own needs, results in a

stable system that benefits all. While competition and
selection occurs in mature ecosystems, the global fitness
(e.g., robustness) is due to the non-competitive interactions
of a diverse community (Johnson 2000). The creation of
new diversity is continual, not because of selection, but
from lack of selection. Interconnectivity between
individuals is chaotic and changing, but the system is stable
and robust as a whole as long as critical pathways,
typically redundant, of energy or material flow are not
broken. Said another way, the ecosystem is locally chaotic
(species and individual interactions are unpredictable), but
the global system is robust and insensitive to details of the
chaotic nature.
For social systems (organizational or political), most of the
above observations made for ecosystems can be also made.
In particular,’ the unappreciated aspects of social networks
in organizations provide problem solving capability and
contingencies that directly result from diverse individurds



or groups (Mandeles 1998). A realization of thk is that
most organizations would fail if employees all thought
alike or have little social interactions (in contrast to formal
interactions). Mature decentralized economies also have
self-regulation (the “invisible hand” of Adam Smith)
(Kochugovindan and Vriend 1998), not just because of the
competitive nature of the individuals or even because of
direct cooperation, but because of the interdependency of
the diverse but flexible elements in an economy. By
counter-example, it is easy to see that an economy or
market that is absent of diversity is quite fragile (only one
path for material-energy-monetary flow).
A prime example of a broad class of Developing systems is
the field of Evolutionary programming and Genetic
algorithms, summarized in a recent book by Fogel (Fogel
1999) and characterized by the use of algorithms using
population-based variation and selection; methods based on
non-selective processes, such as the simulations presented
in the Mature stage below, are absent. Developing systems
are also observed in economic systems where agents or
companies are in extreme competition (e.g., investment
capital markets). Social and political systems are simikirly
in high competition where connections are rapidly
changing and global outcomes are uncertain. The
unsatisfactory aspect of all of these examples, as described
in the introduction of this section, is that real systems are
more typically in many stages of development
simultaneously.
Examples of fully senescent systems are rare due to their
fragility. Very old ecosystems, such as the Australian
rainforest that drains into the Great Barrier Reef, are
characterized by highly specialized species, which only
interact with a few other species. Interactions are either
highly specialize, such as a single species pollinating
another single species, or highly restricted, such as the
limited predators of the extremely poisonous tree frogs.
The American automotive industry a decade ago reflected a
system that was high evolved but had limited flexibility,
with few and fixed interdependencies. One aspect that
social systems that make them prone to senescence is the
ability to have system-wide reinforcement of ideas (mass-
communication). This coherence process enables social
and economics systems to “self-resonate” to a degree that
reduces diversity, to a degree not observed in natural
systems, and makes the overall system less robust. The
effect of extreme nationalism on the policies and social
diversity of a country is a prime example. This system-
wide communication can also occur as a positive feedback
mechanism, which can cause a larger impact of a change
than would otherwise occuq many stock market crashes are
argued to result from this process (Johansen, Ledoiq and
Somett 2000).

A Model Problem of Developmental Evolution

A model problem is presented to illustrate the
developmental perspective presented in the last section.
The model problem is one that has been studied in detail
(Johnson 1998). The idetilzed system is the solution of a
sequential problem (e.g., as in Fig. 1), which has many
optimal and non-optimal solutions, solved by agents.
While this maze problem in Fig. 1 is quite simple from a
global perspective, it serves as a representation of more
complex processes: the solution of a problem that has
many deckions points and many possible solutions and that
has difficulty greater than that solvable optimally by one
individual. See, for example, the illustration given by
(Hong and Page 1997) of a city council allocating public
funds to a set of projects. It is argued that a inore realkic
landscape would not change the underlying processes that
are observed in this simple model. Note that the concept of
decision making or problem solving is used outside of its
normal context of solving a “posed” problem. Problem
solving is extended to describe a change of state of a

subsystem by agents that may not explicitly pose a
“probleu” but may just react. The liberty in the definition
of problem solving is taken in order to apply a common
vocabulary to a variety of systems. This approach is
similar to how concepts of cooperation and altmism are
applied to both cognitive and non-cognitive systems in
biology (Pepper and Smuts 1999).

or
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Fig. 1. The example maze. Two of tbe 14 minimum length paths
arehighlighted.
The solution process for a single agent is divided into a
Leam-ing phase where simple rules of movement are used
to explore and learn about the problem domain. Because
the agents have no global sense of the problem, they
initially explore the problem until the goal is found. The
learning process can be thought of as an agent exploring
the maze randomly and leaving “breadcrumbs” behind to
aid in their search for the goal, thereby avoiding fruitless
paths. Then in an Application phase, this “learned”
information (bread crumbs or path preferences) is then
used by tbe agent to solve the problem again, typically with
a shorter path as a consequence of eliminating unnecessary
loops. Essentially, the agent in the Application phase
follows the path with the most breadcrumbs.
To motivate the division of the solution method into two
phases, the following metaphor is made. Suppose that an



individual is in a town and is looking for a specific caf6 but
does not have a map of the town. Her only recourse is to
search randomly for the caf%until it is found, optimizing
the search based on experience (bread cmmbs) when paths
are repeated. This process corresponds to the Learning
phase. Once the cafe is located, she is able to use the
information from the earlier learning experience to
optimize her path on a return trip. This process corresponds
to the Application phase. Another metaphor for the
proposed model is an individual’s search for a specitlc site
on the distributed database, like the Internet. Assuming the
extreme situation that an individual doesn’ t know what
they want until they see it (i.e., all choices appear equally
attractive until the goal is reached), she fwst randomly
searches connected sites until the goal is reached (Learning
phase). When the search is repeated (assuming the address
of the final site was not saved), she will use the prior
information to optimize her path to the goal (Application
phase).
The following assumptions are made and are discussed in
detail elsewhere (Johnson 1998; Johnson 2000).

. The information available to an individual at a decision
point (node) is independent of the path that they took to
get there, i.e., the solution is path independent.

. Indhiduals “solve” the same problem, both in goals and
in a common world view.

. Individuals have identical assessment of the value of
information.

The common world view is taken to mean that the possible
options that an agent has are identical. This does not mean
that the preferred options are the same, only that the
possible options are the same. These assumptions are
argued to not be critical to the conclusions of the
simulations of this study.

Simulations of the Model Problem
A variety of strategies for an individual agent was used to
solve the model problem (see Table 2). For example, the
random walk method starts the agent at the beginning node,
and then the next node is randomly selected. The process
is repeated, each time selecting from all possible nodes
connected to the present node, until the goal is reached.
The no-backstep random walk is the random selection of a
new node excluding the node that was just vacated. And
the non-repeating random walk is the selection, if possible,
of only untied links. The L?arning Rules are a set of rules
that mimic the idea of laying bread crumbs (or
pheromones) down to aid the search - and giving more
bread crumbs to the kist link taken, so if the node is
returned to and all nodes have been tried, then the last link
used will be preferred. For the random walk methods, the
preferences or bread cmmbs are generated by adding bread
crumbs to a path each time it is used. The results are
insensitive to the amount of bread crumbs deposited

(Johnson 1998). These different Learning methods are
differentiated by the degree the learned information is used
- from the extreme of being ignored in random walk to
being optimized in the Learning Rules. Note that although
multiple agents exist, the agents solve the problem
independent of the other agents; this restriction is removed
in Senescent stage of the simulations.

Table 2. Path Lengths for the Application and Learning phases
for a population of 100 agents. The quantities in brackets are for
the Learuing phase.

Learning method Average Standard I

~

In the Application phase, the agents use the bread crumbs
of the Learning phase to solve the maze again (see Table
2). The Application Rules are the same for all methods,
and basically pick the path with the greatest
“breadcrumbs.” Why is the performance in the
Application phase better than in the Learning phase? Fig.
2 illustrates how an extraneous loop is eliminated by the
Application phase for an individual. This mechanism is
comparable to those argued for collective improvement in
ant simulations (Dorrigo and Gambardella 1997b). A
typical path in the Learning phase is much more complex
than shown in Fig. 2, often crossing the prior path many
times (from Table 2, the length of rejected loops, about 24
steps, is on average about double of the final path length of
12.8 steps), but the mechanism of improvement is the
same.

Learning phase Application phase
Fig. 2. Plots of the paths in the two phases for a representative
individual. The Application phase removes the extra loop at point
A; otherwise the path is unchanged.
It is important to note that in each method in Table 2 only
local information is used, and none contain tests for a
shorter path. From this observation, the shorter path
observed in the Application phase is an emergent property
of the system and is not predictable from knowledge of the



method alone. This point will be discussed again later.

A Developing Stage of the Model Problem

The methods in Table 2 represent different strategies in
solving the problem by an individual agent. While not
implemented within the current simulations, a selective
process can developed where the agents with different
strategies compete with each other, while repeatedly
solving the maze, redoing the Learning and Application
phases fresh each time. If the agents above a certain path
length (number of links in a path) are eliminated and
replaced with a new agent that uses a strategy sampled
from the surviving agents (a genetic approach), then the
population would become dominated by the most
successful strategy - a typical result of natural selection.
In the absence of mutations and with sufllcient selection
pressure, all diversity of capability would be lost. But
other types of diversity still remain.
Because the initial search is randow a collection of
individuals using the same method shows a diversity of
experience (knowledge of different regions of the maze),
diversity of preferences (different preferred paths at any
one location in the maze), and diversity of pe~ormance
(different numbers of steps). The differences in
“experiential” and “preferential” diversity, as opposed to
capability diversity, are a direct consequence of the
redundancy in the solution space of the problem because
there are many paths of equal length, there is no selection
pressure for one path over another. This illustrates that
selection may influence one type of diversity in a rich
system (capability), but may not impact others.
If a selection pressure is added to encourage the agents to
occupy vacant portions of the maze (say food sources) and
if some “genetic” memory of the experience of the maze is
passed onto new offspring (“turn left at node 5“), then the
different regions of the maze would become equally
populated. This is argued to be comparable to the “fillhg”
of niches as a form for diversification in the process of
natural selection. If a load-carrying capacity were defined
to be the global fitness of a group of agents, then this
experiential diversification would result in a maximum for
global fitness.
The above description of a potential simulation scenario
illustrates that the model problem can capture the attributes
in Table 1 associated with developing systems. Because of
the predominance of natural selection in evolutionary
approaches, comparable examples of developing systems
are abundant in the literature (Fogel 1999). The more
interesting mature systems, and less common, are
examined next.

Mature Stage of the Model Problem

In this section the collective effects of having multiple

agents solve a common problem is examined. The central
question is how contributions from diverse agents can be
organized in a manner that is useful to both the individuals
and to the global system. The approach taken below is to
present a collective solution to the model probleu but one
which does not require individual interaction (competition
or cooperation) or selection in any form. The model
problem is specifically constructed in this manner to isolate
the emergent collective effects. The resulting collective
solution is the basis for the qualities associated with a
mature stage, and, because it is emergent, it is the naturrd
precursor to explicit forms of cooperation and symbiosis.

Forming a collective solution
Returning to the earlier caf6 metaphor, above, for the
individu~ what is the analog for a collective? Suppose a
group of individuals is heading to the same caf6 and all
have prior experience with finding the cafb. At each
corner, they combine their own experiences without
discussion, and then chose a preferred path based on dds
collective information, using the same rules they each used
as individuals. Said another way, suppose a group could
see the bread cmmbs of all of the members, and they pick
the path with the greatest amount of bread crumbs. The
realization of this metaphor in the current model problem is
to use a linear combination of the each individual’s
experiences at each node in the maze for all the individuals
in a group (Johnson 1998). Then the same Application
rules as used for the individual are used on this group
information to find a group solution. In some sense, the
collective is a “super-informed” individual in that it has
access to more information, but has the same capability as
an individual,
F&ure 3 shows the simulation results for groups of
increasing size for the different learning methods listed in
Table 2. In Figure 4, the simulations using the Learning
Rules are shown (the Novice and Established concepts are
discussed shortly). Because of the variation in performance
for small groups, the simulations results in Figures 3 and 4
are ensenible averages of many simulations. For example,
the first data point is an ensemble average of fifty
simulations with one individual participating, each
randomly selected without repetition from a population of
100 individuals (same populations as in Table 2). The
second point is fifty simulations with two individuals
contributin~ each pair randomly selected from the
population of 100, and so on. To easily identify the
improvement of the collective over the average
performance of the individuals in the group (the collective
advantage), the collective path lengths are normdlzed by
the average of the performance of the individuals making
up the ensemble (around 12.8 for larger groups).
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Fig. 4. The normalized path length for different numbers of
groups of individuals using the Learning Rules. The two curves
for the “learnedinformation” groups are for two different random
selections of individuals.
In the repeated solution to an unchanging problem domain,
we tend to remember only the information that is needed to
solve a problem and forget extraneous information
associated with unused paths. Here, the equivalent effect is
for the agent to remember only established or reinforced
information along paths, thereby “forgetting” unused paths.
The process” of forgetting unused information does not
change the performance of an individual agent, because
both the learned and established information produces the
same path in the Application phase, discounting random
choices between paths of equal preference. An established
individual experience is created from the learned
experience by retaining information used in an individual
solution, and forgetting unused information (e.g., the
information used on the right in Fig. 2). In Fig. 3, the
collective performance of the learned and established
individual information is shown. The significance of the
difference in performance is discussed in the section below
on diversity. Because there is only a reduction of

information, not the exclusion of all information from an
individual, tlds “forgetting” is not a form of selection in the
model problem (Johnson 2000).

Source of the Collective Advantage
We observe in Figs. 3 and 4 that 1) with the exception of
the random walk simulation, large collectives performs
better than the average individual making up the collective
and 2) for collectives of sufficient size using the Learning
Rules, the collective solution converges to one of minimum
paths (the other methods converge to a non-optimal
solution, as noted below), These results are surprising
given that the rules governing the choices of the individual
and the method for forming a collective has no global
perspective (e.g., “The goal is over there, let’s go that
way”). Nor is there any expression or selection of a
minimum path among the collective (e.g., “Let’s follow the
one has the shortest path”). In the next subsection, the
collective advantage is identified as emergent property of
the model problem. For the purposes here, these
observations mean that we cannot look to the model
definition to explain the source of the collective advantage.
Instead, the collective advantage is a consequence of the
interaction of global structures within the collective.
One mechanism of the collective improvement is the
collective equivalent of the elimination of extraneous
loops, similar to process of improvement of the individual
(Fig. 2). Because the collective “bread crumbs” are a
superposition of the information of many individuals,
collective bread crumbs can contain extraneous loops as
observed in Fig. 2, but which are only partially closed in
the individual contributions. Fig. 5 illustrates how t.hk can
occur. Each path of an individual contains incomplete
extraneous loops that could be eliminated, thereby
shortening the path. Bug because the loops are not closed,
each individual is missing essential information to
eliminate these paths. By combining the information of
multiple individuals, collective bread crumbs contain
complete information and the extraneous loops can be
removed from the group path (follow at each juncture the
most frequent choice - this typically corresponds to the
maximum preference of the collective). The above
mechanism does not explain why larger collectives result
in a minimum solution (although from intuition one might
expect this to oecnr), and a simple explanation has not been
found (Johnson 1998).
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Fig. 5. Elimination of extraneous loops in the collective solution
fkomincomplete loops in the individu~ contributions.

Emergence in the simulations
The model problem is developed with three requiremen~
1) rules of the agents do not use global information, 2) the
agents do not include logic for finding a shorter path and 3)
the agents learn and apply information independently (do
not interact or cooperate). These three requirements assure
that any observed global property or functionally cannot
be predicted from the properties of the individual.
Therefore, the occurrence of a shorter path length for large
collectives in the model problem than the average
individual is an emergent property of the system. This
emergent global property was found to be a strong property
of the model problem and insensitive to many a.herations or
removal of assumptions in the model (Johnson 1998). (The
exception for groups with learning by the random walk
method is discussed next.) This argument is parallel to
other definitions of emergent properties in agent systems:
of emergent cooperation at a global level when the
individuals are only competitive (Hemelrijk 1997;
Hemelrijk 1998) or the regulation and control of an
economy when the participants are only competitive
(Koehugovindan and Vriend 1998).
What is the significance of an emergent global property in
this model? Before explicit forms of symbiosis and
dependencies between individuals can evolve, there fwst
needs to be some emergent expression of the advantages of
dependencies. This is the classic “boot-strapping” dilemma
of all evolving systems, such as the early formation of
replicating chemical systems (Kauffman 1993). The
emergent expression of the precursor of cooperative
advantages is the primary transitional mechanism from the
Developing to Mature stage in evolving systems.
The intent of the current model problem was to isolate this
emergent collective advantage, from speeific forms of
cooperative or symbiotic interactions which would
reproduee the same advantage, but would not be emergent.
This leads to the question of how the emergent capability
could be used by the individual or collective in a way
which is not a consequence of explicit cooperation. The
following variation on the model problem is proposed to
address this question. Suppose many individuals solve
repeatedly the simulation simultaneously, similar to the

manner in which ants solve problems. At any given time, if
there is more than one individual at a node, then a
collective decision is made and the group continues to the
next node together. Beeause the likelihood of the
formation of a group is random and no selection of
information from a subset of the group is made, this is an
example of a combination of information that is both
random and non-selectivq it is not explicitly cooperative or
selective. The consequence is that the randonily formed
group would follow the previously identified collective
solution from that point on, assuming no other individuals
are added to the group. If other individuals or groups are
added during their progress to the goal, the additional
members would only improve the collective solution.
There are many examples of similar random associations
which occur in evolving system which typify the above
model variation. For example in various approaches to
problem solving withht social systems, one model is the
“garbage can” model (Cohen, March, and Olsen 1972). It
describes the random association of information that is
exchanged without benefit or loss to the individuals, but
which results in an enhanced solution. In the next section,
the explicit exploitation of these global structures at the
individual level is shown to be the pivotal transitional
mechanism from the Mature to Senescent stage.

Coupling of individual and group performance
The results in Fig. 3 are essentially a study in which the
maze (problem difficulty) is held constant and the
individual’s capability is varied. As observed in Fig. 3,
groups composed of individuals, which learn by the
random walk method, show no consistent collective
advantage. Although not shown, the improvement is not
delayed to larger groups (Johnson 1998). To better
understand tlds observation, a comparable study was done
in which the mazes were made more complex while the
individual’s capability was held constant (Johnson 1998)
The following conclusions were drawn. 1) A simple maze
to a good individual solver is trivial, and no collective
advantage occurs. 2) Mazes of greater difficulty than can
be trivially solved by an individual are solved optimally by
large groups. 3) An extremely difficult maze to an
individual with fixed capability leads to a random
individual solution and no collective advantage is
observed. These conclusions indicate that harder and
harder problems cannot be solved by larger and larger
groups of individuals with constant ability. Or,
equivalently, the individual must have some capability
(i.e., not random) which can be amplified in groups. These
statements indicate that the collective advantage is coupled
to the individual problem solving ability and the globaI
problem difficulty.
From the above discussion, an essential aspect of the
development of an evolving system can be identified in
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going from a developing to mature state the process of
natural selection is needed to increase the performance of
the individual to the point which the emergent global
structures can ampli~ the weak individual signals.

Diversity and collective advantage
Having observed that the collective advantage exists for
groups of individuals with sufficient capability, the
question arises what property of the group can be used to
predict the occurrence of the collective advantage? What
was found was that the best correlation was a measure of
diversity which gives more weight to the contributions of
the individuals that have the least commonality witi the
group (see (Johnson 1998) for a forrmd definition.) In
other words, individuals with potential experiences that are
not shared by others are the most important. As shared
potential experiences increase at a node, the weighting is
less, until it is finally zero if all members of the group
share the same potential experiences. The words “potential
experience” is used, because no consideration is given to
the magnitude of the preferences (bread crumbs) at a nod%
the preferences only need to be non-zero. This formulation
is similar as that used by (Hong and Page 1998) in their
study of the problem solving capability of individuals with
different capabilities (rules of action).
In Table 3, a summary is given of the simulations results
for collectives of 100 members for the various individual
learning methods (individual application results are an
average over 100 individuals; collective application results
are for a single simulation with a collective of 100
individuals). For the collectives, the values of the
experiential diversity are given - where the diversity is
normalized such that it is between zero and one (Johnson
1998). Groups using established information are found to
have a higher diversity measure and perform better than
groups using novice information. Because the correlation
for the results using the random walk learning method does
not follow the same trend as the other simulations, this
suggests that the effect captured by the experiential
diversity measure is not the only reason for higher
performance of the collective, and some accounting of
quality of information, such as the relative performance of
the individual, is also required (as discussed in the previous
section).

Chaos and robustnessh thesimulations
The model problem expresses both chaos (locally) and
robustness (globally). A detailed study of the local chaotic
nature of the simulations (Johnson 1998) indicates, for
example, that the specitlc path (sequence of nodes) of the
collective solution is sensitive to the addition of one
individual, even for arbitrarily large groups. This is a
consequence of the problem domain containing multiple
paths of equal fitness. Bu~ the ability of the collective to
find a minimum path is not chaotic, but is stable to small
changes. The robusmess of the global solution can be
demonstrated by also evaluating the sensitivity of the
model problem to noise. Noise in this context is the
random replacement of valid information in the
individual’s contribution to the collective, thereby creating
false information.
Fig. 6 shows the effect of the addition of noise in
simulations with different frequencies: 0.0, 0.3, 0.7 and
0.9, where 0.0 represents the simulation using the Learning
Rules in Fig. 2. These results are insensitive to the
magnitude of the noise, as long as it is less than the
maximum weighting (bread crumbs) of a path. If these
simulations are repeated for groups using established
information (and which were observed to have higher
diversity in Table 3), the normalized path lengths for large
collectives is ahnost identicaJ for noise levels of 0.95, 0.9
and 0.7 as those in Fig. 5 for 0.9, 0.7 and 0.3 respectively.
The collective solution is observed to be remarkably
insensitive to the addition of noise at low frequencies.
Even at higher frequencies, the noise only delays the
collective advantage to larger groups. Although not
shown, the collective solution degrades to the Non-
Repeating random walk solution (Table 2) at frequencies of
noise above 0.95. Also note that an individual
performance (one on the abscissa) is much more sensitive
to noise than the collective. This occurs because noise
adds false information that leads an individual to parts of
the maze for which they have no experience from the
Learning phase. In unexplored regions, the Application
Rules degenerate to a random walk approach and lead to
signiilcantly longer path lengths. For collectives,
particularly large collectives, experience is available
throughout the entire maze and, therefore, the collective
cannot be misdirected by false information to unknown
parts of the maze. This is a clear demonstration how

Table 3, Path Lengths for the Application phase for different Learningphases for a population of 100. The quantities
in the parentheses of the Application phase are the standarddeviationfor the individuals and the experiential diversity
for the collectives.
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diversity makes the collective decision robust.
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Fig. 6.The effect of the random replacement of the
individual’s contribution to the collective for different
frequencies of replacement.
In additional studies, the collective solution was found to
be remarkably robust. Degradation of the individual’s
contribution, however implemented, generally had no
effect or postponed the convergence to the minimal
solution (Johnson 1998). In facq in evaluating the
performance of the model proble~ the challenge quickly
became trying to find ways to degrade the collective
solution. Equally important, and possibly related, was that

no alterations of forming the collective experience were
found which generally irnpmvedthe collective solution. All
of the above results support the conclusion that the
diversity measure is also a measure for the robustness of
the collective solution.
Other studies that consider robustness of a model have
concluded that diversity of the agents leads to robust
dynamics, as observed for a stock market model (Farmer
1998), decision making systems (Hong and Page 1997;
Hong and Page 1998), or knowledge systems (Johnson
1998). One exception to this observation is a study of the
stability of repeated n-person games in populations with
diverse strategies (Huberman and Glance 1993). They
concluded that the introduction of diversity destabilizes
existing coalitions. Why this conclusion differs
significantly from the present work is believed to be a
consequence of the dynamics Elng determined by explicit
competitive/cooperative actions of the individual
(characteristic of game theoretical approach) and, hence, is
reflective of failures observed in Senescent systems.

SenescentStage of the Model Problem
The essential difference between the Mature and Senescent
systems is the formation of rigid interactions in the place of
flexible ones. In the model problem the mature-senescent
transition is captured by the introduction of feedback of the
collective experience to either individuals or groups during
the Learning or Application phases. This approach is

comparable to the feedback of the combined pheromone
trails to the individuals paths in ant-motivated simulations
(Doqigo and Gambardella 1997a). While this added
feature to the model problem has not been examined in
detail, sufficient evidence suggests that the feedback effect
is si@lcant and has the expected consequences.
Suppose in the Application phase of the collective, as
described in the prior section, as the groups increase in size
(as in Fig. 4), they make use of the collective experience of
the previous size group. This was implemented in the
simulations presented in Fig. 4 but by letting the “bread
crumbs” for the Application phase of the current group size
be a linear combination of the previous group’s bread
crumbs and the current group’s bread crumbs. This
combined collective experience was then passed onto the
next size group. When only 10% of the prior group’s
information is used, the convergence to a minimum path
occurred by group sizes of 8 instead of 20. Even more
importantly, the local chaotic nature of the collective
solution was 10SLthe same minimum path is selected as a
consequence of the positive reinforcement of a single path
in repeated collective solutions. Although not examined,
the robustness to noise of this collective solution is
expected to decrease with the loss of group diversity.
These simulations results suggested the following analysis
of the model problem. Based on the construction of the
model probleq the performance can be predicted with the
introduction of interactions between components of the
system without the need of simulations.
Suppose in the following discussion that a collective
experience (bread crumbs) has been generated, as describe
in the prior section for the Mature stage. If this collective
experience is used by the individual during its Learning
phase, then the individual will identically follow the
choices made by the collective in the collective Application
phase. A unique individual experience will not be created
by the individwd, because there is no random exploration
that leads to diversity. Tlis is because tie individual begins
the Learning phase with no experience (zero bread
crumbs), and the presence of the collective experience will
dominate the learning of the individual. The resulting
individual experience from this collectively-enhanced
1earning process will cause the individual in its Application
phase to duplicate (to within paths of equal preference) the
path of the collective, a minimum path for large
collectives. This process of individual learning based on
the experience of the collective will filter out the
information of alternative paths that were originally part of
the collective experience, which was the basis for the
system robustness. Hence, the individual achieves optimal
performance, but at the cost of loss of robustness. If a new
group is created from these “collectively influenced”
individuals, they will express zero diversity and exhibit
none of the robustness of the prior diverse collective.



Furthermore, this “collectively influenced” group will
perform optimally, but never better than the collective of
identical individuals: the collective advantage will not
occur, even if the “collectively-enhanced” individuals did
not find a minimum path.
The above understanding is ali within the context of a
“stable” environment for the model probletm the beginning
node and end node (goal) are unchanged in the above
process. Suppose that the above process is repeated, but
the ending node is changed between the formation of the
collective experience and the Learning phase of the
“collectively-enhanced” individual. The consequence is
that the collective experience would not correspond to the
current goal, and the individual would resort to a random
search, resulting in a return to a diverse population of
individuals and a model performance similar to the Mature
state describe earlier. If the goal change is not significantly
dlfferenq then the system will come to a new equilibrium
based on the old experience. If the goal is changed
significantly, then the earlier structures (dominant paths)
will be eliminated and replaced by new structures. If the
simulations also included the “genetic selection” described
in the Developing stage of the proble~ the performance of
the individual may be sufficiently poor to trigger a return to
the Developing stage and selection of new capabilities.
The above process is argued to be the mechanism by which
a diverse and robust population, as described in the Mature
phase section become a Senescent system. In a stable
environment the emergent properties of the interactions
(e.g., the collective path) can be incorporated by the
individual to optimize their performance, but only at the
expense of the loss of robustness of the collective.
Depending on the rate of change in the environment, the
system will either remain flexible in its interactions (slow
rate of change for the Mature stage), or create rigid
structures (no change for the transition from the Mature to
Senescent stage) or lose all rigid structures (rapid change
from the Senescent to Developing stage).

Summary

The main theme of this work is the presentation of a
developmental theory of evolving systems (ecological,
social, political, organizational). The main purpose is to
understand of the roles of diversity and mechanisms of
Klgher functionality from processes of non-selection. It is
only within this perspective that the predominance of
natural selection as a explanation for functionality in
evolving systems can be addressed and discussed.
The developmental view of evolution identifies three
sequential stages: a Developing stage dominated by highly
decentralized, selective processes and chaotic dynamics
(local and global), a Mature stage dominated by non-

selective, self-organizing processes and global robustness,
and a Senescent stage dominated by rigid interactions and
global fragility. The allowable transitions of an evolving
system through these developmental stages depend both on
the rate of environmental change (external pressure) and
the occurrence of prerequisite processes of the stage
before. These prerequisites are 1) high diversity of
individuals (for the Developing to Mature transition), 2)
sufficient local interconnectivity between individuals or
subsystems (for the Developing to Mature transition), 3)
sufficient capability of the individual relative to the global
challenges that can be amplified by self-organizing
processes (for the Developing to Mature transition), and 4)
mechanisms for the capturing of emergent properties at the
global level in the indhidual properties (for the Mature to
Senescent transition). While specific stages are identitkl,
it is understood that the transitions are continuous and there
may be stable points between the dellned states. For
example, a mature-senescent state, which has both
robustness and explicit forms of symbiosis, may be the
proper description for most stable ecosystems.
A model problem was proposed and used to illustrate the
processes and transitions of a developmental approach. It
is significant that one simple model yields insights into
abstract concepts (self-organization, selection, diversity,
origin of symbiosis, etc.) and lends credence to the view
that a sequential problem with multiple solutions, solved
by an many agents, is an appropriate general model for
evolving systems.
The insights provided by the theory and model are many:

● Diversity is best defined as the measure of the
uniqueness of the members in a group. This measure
correlates consistently with group or system robustness
for all the stages and for the non-selective, self-
organizing collective advantage.

. Diversity is expressed in rich systems in many ways:
capability, experience, preferences and performance.
Selection in a system with a redundant problem space
(equal fitness) may influence one type of diversity, but
may not affect other types.

. Diversity can arise in groups of agents of identical
capability when a system has aspects of equal fitness
(survival of the adequate, instead of survival of the
fittest). Diversity does not have to arise by selection or
from agents of different capability.

. Random creation of diversity can contribute directly to
both global performance (collective self-organization)
and robustness, above that of an indhidual and in the
absence of any selection from the population.

● The process of collective, non-selective self-organization
can duplicate the system-wide advantages of explicit
symbiosis. The performance of the collective self-
organization is coupled to the individual performance
and global problem difficulty. These emergent processes
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are the precursors of cooperative advantages that are
often a&buted to individu~s and are the key transitional
mechanism from the Developing to Mature stage.

. Mature systems can express both local chaos and global
stability (robustnesses). Both are a direct consequence of
the diversity of the system.

. Exclusive and explicit interdependencies, characteristic
of the Senescent stage, reduce diversity and consequently
the robustness of a system. These interdependencies are
a transfer of the collective self-organization properties
observed in the Mature phase into the properties of the
individuals. These explicit interdependencies form only
in stable environments.
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